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From the
President

Richard
Ward

Greetings and welcome to 2022. We
are all hoping for a less disrupted
bridge calendar this year but, with
COVID-normal now in operation,
how it will turn out is anyone’s guess.
This report provides an opportunity
for us to look back on significant
moments in 2021 and to look forward
optimistically to 2022.
2021
• 60th Gold Coast International
Congress was postponed to 2022;
• 30 Queensland congresses were
cancelled but 85 went ahead;
• Regular BBO online games were
conducted by the ABF, the QBA
and a number of clubs thanks to
the generous contributions made
by a number of directors;
• Barrier Reef Congress – Mackay
was a great success with entries
closing at 60 tables;
• Trials for the Queensland Interstate
Teams had increased entries with
32 pairs initially in the Open;
• The Queensland Women’s Team
[Margaret Millar, Sue O’Brien,
Yolanda Carter, Toni Bardon,
Pele Rankin, Greer Tucker,

Neville Francis [NPC]) defeated
South Australia 109-102.5 in the
Women’s final;
• The QBA Festival of Bridge, a
new concept incorporating two
state championships – the Open
Teams and Open Pairs – was
held at QCBC over three days in
October and proved very popular
with players from across the state;
• We noted the passing of three of
Queensland’s prominent players
Denis Priest, Margaret Drake and
Bill Renton-Power and Australian
multiple international Margaret
Bourke.
• To support tournament organisers
and players, the Australian Bridge
Federation launched myABF and,
after some early teething issues
and player unfamiliarity, it appears
likely to be the platform of choice
going into the future;
• Similarly, the QBA website
underwent a complete overhaul and
became ‘live’ in October. Feedback
has been generally positive;
• The Grand National Open Teams
final with 64 teams scheduled
to be face-to-face at QCBC in
Brisbane was switched to online
using the RealBridge platform and
was rated successful.
Coming up in 2022
• 60th Gold Coast International
Congress, pandemic restrictions
permitting;
• Autumn Nationals – Adelaide 28th
April – 2nd May;
• Barrier
Reef
Congress
–
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Townsville during the week of 9th13th May; followed by
• A new gold point event, the River
City Gold Mixed Pairs, earning
Australian Play-off Qualifying
Points and incorporating the
Queensland Mixed Pairs will be
held at the Toowong Bridge Club
on 14th-15th May;
• Victor Champion Cup – Melbourne
9th-13th June;
• Australian National Championships
– Adelaide 2nd-14th July;
• The second QBA Festival of
Bridge will be held at QCBC on
8th-10th October with the usual
zonal subsidies available;
• Coffs Coast Gold Congress – 9th14th August;
• Territory Gold Bridge Festival
– Darwin 31st August – 4th
September;
• Sydney Spring Nationals – 19th –
28th October;
• GNOT Final – QCBC ‒ Brisbane
25th – 28th November
Queensland stars of the online
Summer Festival of Bridge were
Charlie Lu and Watson Zhou who
convincingly won the TBIB Open
Swiss Pairs ahead of 145 others
including Jill Magee and Terry
Strong who were third, and then
went on to reach the semi-finals
of the National Open Teams (with
Michael Chen and William Zhen)
in a star-studded field of 90 teams.
Brisbane’s Andy Hung, fresh from
his win in the recent prestigious
Australian Butler Pairs with Sartaj
Hans, reached the teams final with
Nabil Edgtton, Tony Leibowitz, Peter
Gill, Sartaj Hans and Sophie Ashton
which they won by 46 IMPS. In the
National Women’s Teams, Greer
Tucker’s team reached the semifinals while Pele Rankin and Paula
McLeish played with Sue Lusk and
Viv Wood to reach the finals which
they won by 18 IMPS.
■
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Here’s Pele and Greer bidding a
very nice 7♠.

ANC Online

♠ 64
♥ 86543
♦ 85
♣ Q765
♠ Q1083
♠ AK92
N
♥ A97
♥ KJ10
W E
♦ KJ
♦ AQ10943
S
♣ AKJ4
♣─
♠ J75
♥ Q2
♦ 762
♣ 109832

Dlr N
Vul None
		
Peter
Evans

FTER two COVID related
cancellations, the 2021 ANC
finally went ahead in the week of
November 8-12. The event was
played online using RealBridge and
to the organisers’ and directors’
great credit went extremely smoothly
despite inevitable problems with
players’ internet dropping out and
the like. Particularly in the early
stages some players had trouble
with the interface leading to some
spectacular outcomes.

A

W

N

Pele		
		 P
1S
P
4NT
P
7S All pass

E

S

Greer
1D
4D1
5D2

P
P
P

4-card spade support, 6+ goodish
diamonds, enough for game
2
Three or zero keycards obviously three

Margaret Millar in the East seat had
no trouble with the hand, playing a
cross ruff. In addition to the ♦A just
taken, with the ♣A K and the ♥A, if
all seven remaining trumps score,
11 tricks would be made. After the
♦A, the ♥A, a heart ruff, the ♣A and
K and a club ruff with the ♦2, all the
remaining trumps were now high
and could not be over-ruffed.

♠ 1083
♥ 52
♦ K72
♣ AK1084
♠2
♠ KQJ7
N
♥ A109
♥ Q83
W E
♦ QJ84
♦ 10653
S
♣ QJ762
♣ 53
♠ A9654
♥ KJ764
♦ A9
♣9

Dlr S
Vul EW
		

1

♠ J654
♥ J87
♦ Q10
♣ Q654
♠2
♠ A10983
♥ KQ1042 WN E ♥ 9
♦ KJ862
♦ A942
S
♣ 92
♣ AK7
♠ KQ7
♥ A653
♦ 75
♣ J1083

Dlr E
Vul Both
		

W

N

E

			 1S
2S!
P
3H
3S
P
4D
4S
P
5D
5S
P
6D

♠ J984
♥ J9876
♦K
♣ 1083
♠ 63
♠ K752
N
♥4
♥ AQ1053
W E
♦ 109874 S ♦ AQJ2
♣ AK965
♣─
♠ AQ10
♥ K2
♦ 653
♣ QJ742

Dlr W
Vul Both
		

S

P
P
P
P
All pass

At both tables, West thought the
South (not East) had opened 1♠
and duly bid 2♠ Michaels! One West
gave up with partner’s 3♠ response
and 10 tricks were made.
At the other table, West persisted with
diamonds until East surrendered.
With the ♥A lead and the diamonds
breaking 2-2, 12 tricks rolled home.
Our women’s team (Pele Rankin, Greer
Tucker, Margaret Millar, Sue O’Brien,
Toni Bardon and Yolanda Carter (with
Neville Francis npc)) did us proud,
running a comfortable second in the
preliminary stages and then winning a
very close 5x12 board final.
The QBA Bulletin

After the 4♦ bid, Pele could immediately see that the suit will run with
her ♦K J and, with all the keycards, it
looks like seven tricks (four spades,
the ♣A K and the ♥A) can be added
to the six diamonds, assuming a
reasonable spade position.

1

W

N

E

S

2NT1
All pass

P

5D

X

Minors
A rather speculative double from
South, obviously based on the belief
that the bad club split would doom
the contract. The opening lead of
the ♦3 was aimed at cutting down
on ruffs and trying to crystalize club
losers. Once the ♦K fell singleton,

W

N

E

S

				 1S
X
3C1
P
3D2
P
4S
X All pass
1

Either a limit raise in spades or 7-9
with four spades
2
Asking which
Pele at South got the ♦Q lead which
she won with the ♦A. She played her
small club to the ♣A and led the ♠8
off the table and, when East played
the ♠7, Pele also played low! She
then took the ♠A, ♦K, ♣K and led a
low heart to the jack and ace. She
ruffed the diamond return and played
the ♥K and ruffed a heart in dummy
for her 9th trick leaving this picture.
		
─
		
─
		
─
		
1084
─		
KQ
─		
─
─		
10
QJ7		
─
		
96
		7
		
─
		
─
Now a club lead from dummy past the
♠KQ meant she couldn’t be denied
one more trump trick for 10 tricks.
Our youth team (Darren Brake,
Oliver McCarthy, Ben Leung, Paddy
Taylor, Kate MacDonald and Zac
November - January 2022
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Ross (with Michael Gearing npc)
ran 3rd in their section. Our seniors
team (Ian Afflick, Paul Collins,
Charlie Howard, Kerrie Wood, Mike
Pemberton, Jim Evans (with David
Smith npc)) came 4th. And our
Open team (Richard Ward, Therese
Tully, Paul Hooykaas, Peter Evans,
Malcolm Carter and Tony Hutton
(with Neville Francis npc) came 6th.
Partner Paul Hooykaas and I had
a very rough start in the first set of
seven matches in the Open, with
little luck and close decisions all
seemingly going the wrong way.

♠ J72
♥ 875
♦ 10954
♣ QJ5
♠3
♠ AKQ986
♥ A1032 WN E ♥ K64
♦ AKQ76
♦ J32
S
♣ K103
♣2
♠ 1054
♥ QJ9
♦8
♣ A98764

club shortage brings the hand up to
a 16 count/6-loser. Given partner
has shown 15-17, I should have had
a look and bid 6♦. Fortunately, our
opposite number at the other table
didn’t find the slam either.

♠ AJ87
♥ 72
♦ 10985
♣ K65
♠ K2
♠ Q643
♥ AKQ10 WN E ♥ J9643
♦ AKQ763 S ♦ ─
♣9
♣ 10832
♠ 1095
♥ 85
♦ J42
♣ AQJ74

Dlr W
Vul EW
		

Dlr N
Vul Both
		

W

N

E

		 P
1S
2D1
P
2S2
3NT3 All pass

S

P
P

Two-over-one game force, 5+
diamonds
2
6+ suit
3
Shows 15-17
I should have been a little more
robust from East on this hand. I
know about the diamond fit and the
1

We all know TBIB through the ABF
Travel Insurance policies they
provide, but it is also interesting to
learn of the many other ways TBIB
can assist. These include:
• Club Insurance
• Home & Contents insurance
• Investment Property Insurance
• Motor Vehicle Insurance
• Commercial Building and
Business Insurance
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used it before (and no doubt was
wondering where my six points were
for my positive response to his 1♦)
and we were in a small slam missing
two aces.

♠ AQ82
♥ QJ106
♦ AKQ3
♣6
♠ 1093
♠ K4
N
♥ 83
♥ A7542
W E
♦ 105
♦ J972
S
♣ AJ9832
♣ Q5
♠ J765
♥ K9
♦ 864
♣ K1074

Dlr E
Vul EW
		

W
W

N

E

1D
P
1H
4NT2
5C
P3
6H All pass

S

2C1
P

1

Our opponents were very
aggressive callers non-vul vs vul
2
Roman Keycard Blackwood in
hearts
3
DOPI - 0 or 3 keycards
Partner didn’t like opening the West
hand 2♣ given the fact his best
suit was a minor and there was a
second suit. I didn’t like passing
1♦ vulnerable, and just hoped we’d
find a better fit and not get too high.
I felt very queasy when the 4NT
appeared but hoped the zero DOPI
keycard response would calm things
down. Partner doubted I’d got the
keycard response right as we hadn’t

Many players speak highly of the
service they have received when
needing to review and renew
their Home and Contents or Car
Insurance.
As a broker, TBIB works for you
the client, not the insurance
companies.
If you haven’t yet spoken to them,
contact either Steve Weil or Josh
Dejun at TBIB on 07 3252 5254
and see how they might assist you.

N

E

S

			 P
2S1
P
4S All pass
1

0-8, 4/5 spades, 4+ clubs

Given South’s bidding, partner
understandably led a trump to cut
down on possible club ruffs. It was
run to my ♠K and I tried for an
unlikely heart ruff with the ♥A and
another but it was too late. Declarer
won the ♥K, drew trumps and had
10 tricks in the form of three hearts,
three diamonds, two trumps and two
ruffs. At those tables which didn’t get
the unusual opening, the heart lead
from West was often found and a ruff
to go with the ♠K, ♥A and the ♣A.

♠ K53
♥ KJ872
♦ 1032
♣ J8
♠ 1042
♠ AQJ87
N
♥6
♥ AQ9
W E
♦ 876
♦ K54
S
♣ A109643
♣ KQ
♠ 96
♥ 10543
♦ AQJ9
♣ 752

Dlr S
Vul EW
		

W

N

E

S

				 P
P
P
2NT1
P
3C2
P
3S3
P
4S All pass
1

20-22
Puppet Stayman
3
Five spades
2
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The declarers who received a heart
lead all made their contract. Eg, the
♥A wins over the ♥K; ruff a heart in
dummy and lead the ♠10 and finesse
the ♠K out. After drawing trumps play
the ♣K and overtake the ♣Q with the
ace and, with the jack dropping, all
13 tricks are made.
Those of us who got a trump lead
managed to go down. I won the ♠10,
with North correctly and smoothly
ducking, and dithered over the
plethora of options that confronted
me. Obviously critical was keeping
North off lead so a diamond wouldn’t
come through. The trump lead
suggested to me that South had
stuff in hearts and diamonds which
they didn’t want to lead away from
(particularly the ♥K) and this sent me
in the wrong direction, finding just
about the only way to go down.
Correct is finessing the ♥Q
immediately. If this works, you can
make 13 tricks on the recipe above.
If it doesn’t work, you can ruff a heart
in dummy and try the spade finesse.
If this works, then a ♣J dropping
singleton or doubleton, or ♦A onside
will see you home.
If the spade finesse doesn’t work,
then, after drawing trumps, you are
down to hoping the for the ♣J either
singleton or doubleton.
This one perhaps summed up the
first set for us.

♠ J976
♥ AK8
♦ J107
♣ 932
♠ A4
♠ K2
N
♥ J752
♥ 10964
W E
♦6
♦ AK95
S
♣ KQ8765
♣ J104
♠ Q10853
♥ Q3
♦ Q8432
♣A

Dlr W
Vul Both
		

W

N

E

1C
P
1H
2H
3S
3NT
4H All pass

S

1S
P

Partner
completely
reasonably
pulled my 3NT given his diamond
shortage, but it’s the only game that
can make just losing the ♣A and
The QBA Bulletin

three hearts at most. The same four
tricks had to be lost in 4♥.

♠ K9
♥ AJ108
♦ QJ1085
♣ 64
♠ Q85
♠ 1072
N
♥ 92
♥ K753
W E
♦ 62
♦ K74
S
♣ AKQ1073
♣ J52
♠ AJ643
♥ Q64
♦ A93
♣ 98

Dlr S
Vul NS
		

♠ AK92
♥ 96542
♦ Q64
♣2
♠ 10
♠ 7543
♥ AKJ83 WN E ♥ 107
♦ A7
♦ J83
S
♣ AQ543
♣ K1096
♠ QJ86
♥Q
♦ K10952
♣ J87

Dlr W
Vul EW
		

W

N

1H All pass
W

N

E

S

				 1S
2C
X
3C
P
P
3D
P
4D
P
4H All pass
Our opponents did well to find
the 4♥ contract, with 5♦ one off
and 3NT hopeless without a club
stop. We took two club tricks and
partner at West switched to a heart,
declarer winning ♥8 with me ducking
smoothly. Declarer led a diamond to
the ♦9, and then a heart to the ♥J and
I took my king. This was the picture.
		K9
		A10
		
QJ108
		
─
Q85		
1072
─		
75
6		
K4
K1073		
J
		
AJ643
		
Q
		
A3
		
─
I foolishly played a trump. Declarer
simply overtook the ♥Q with the ♥A,
drew the last trump, finessed out my
diamond king, and got back to hand
with ♠K to run the diamonds.
If, instead of a trump, I play a third
round of clubs, declarer must ruff
on the table (otherwise I get my
4th trump). This takes out a critical
entry to hand. If he now returns to
hand with ♠K, draws trumps and
finesses for the ♦K, I simply refrain
from covering and he gets trapped in
dummy and partner gets their ♠Q at
the end to put the contract down.
The luck seemed to shift at the start
of the second set of matches.

E

S

I agonised for some time with the
South hand but decided being
an unpassed hand with this tatty
collection meant a takeout double
was unlikely to end well. My opposite
number doubled and Therese Tully/
Richard Ward at the other table were
able to find the making 5♣.

♠ KQ
♥ K865
♦ K972
♣ K53
♠ AJ8653
♠ 42
N
♥ Q92
♥ J1074
W E
♦ AQ108
♦ J5
S
♣─
♣ AJ1064
♠ 1097
♥ A3
♦ 643
♣ Q9872

Dlr S
Vul EW
		

W

N

E

S

				 P
1S
X
1NT
2C
2D
P
2S
3C
3S All pass
Fortunately, West bid on to 3♠ with
the club void rather than send it
round to his partner which would
have resulted in an unpleasant
double for me. Partner led a club,
declarer playing the ♣J (better
was the ♣A throwing a heart and
the contract can’t be touched) and
ruffing my ♣Q. He then played the
♠A and a small spade with partner
getting in with the ♠K.
I reversed in the spades showing
three and partner found the heart
switch to my ♥A, back to the ♥K
and a ruff. With the ♦K to come the
November - January 2022
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contract was one down. At the other
table our teammates were allowed to
play in 2♠ making nine tricks.

♠ AJ7
♥ 97
♦ K1094
♣ A1093
♠ 54
♠ KQ1086
♥ A1062 WN E ♥ KJ85
♦ AJ3
♦ 8752
S
♣ KJ84
♣─
♠ 932
♥ Q43
♦ Q6
♣ Q7652

Dlr E
Vul None
		

W

N

E

			 P
1C
P
1S
1NT
P
2H
3H
P
4H

♠ AQ9
♥ 852
♦ Q10954
♣ 98
♠ J8
♠ 1073
N
♥ 7643
♥ KQJ10
W E
♦A
♦ K86
S
♣ KQ10632
♣ A54
♠ K6542
♥ A9
♦ J732
♣ J7

Dlr N
Vul NS
		

W

N

E

S

1C
2H
4H

P
P
All pass

Another good thin game. Paul’s
3♣ was non-forcing/invitational.
I decided, despite the flat shape
The QBA Bulletin

♠ AKQ87542
♥ AJ8
♦ 10
♣3
♠─
♠─
♥ K1097543 WN E ♥ 6
♦ K7632
♦ AQ9854
S
♣5
♣ AKQ842
♠ J10963
♥ Q2
♦J
♣ J10976

Dlr W
Vul NS
		

W

S

P
P
P
All pass

A good thin game. My 2♥ bid as East
was non-forcing. When Paul raised
to 3♥ I decided the void was enough
to try 4♥ despite its being in partner’s
suit.
The ♦Q was led (clearly a doubleton
or singleton on my opponents’
carding). I won the ♦A and led to the
♠K which won. I led to the ♥10 which
held and led another spade. North
rose with the ♠A and played the ♦K
and gave his partner a diamond ruff.
A club back with the ♣J forcing the
♣A and I ruffed. The ♥K now drew
all the remaining trumps and the
spades broke as well for 10 tricks.

		 P
1H
P
3C
P

and 13 count, what I had in hearts
and clubs matched partner’s hand
beautifully.

3H
6D

N

4S
X

E

4NT
All pass

S

5S

The wildest hand of the congress
with contracts ranging from 4♠ to
7♦. Tony Hutton in the West seat
decided whatever 4NT meant, 6♦
had to be a great bid. On a spade
lead, he got East’s singleton heart
away in a ruff and discard and made
all 13 tricks.
So, what is 4NT? I must admit I would
have taken it as Roman Keycard for
hearts. I do play 5NT “pick a small
slam” but would be a little concerned
partner might try 6♥ with goodish
(but not quite good enough) hearts
or even 6NT with a spade stopper.

♠ K542
♥ QJ1094
♦3
♣ A63
♠ J876
♠ 10
N
♥ K763
♥ A82
W E
♦ A7642
♦ KQJ98
S
♣─
♣ Q1098
♠ AQ93
♥5
♦ 105
♣ KJ7542

Dlr E
Vul Both
		

W

N

E

			 1D
X1
2D2
X
4D
P
5D

S

2C
3C
All pass

Negative - showing the majors
Good club raise
This was a very difficult hand from
the open. Four out of eight declarers
were in 5♦ (two doubled) and all were
1
2

held to 10 tricks. A quick inspection
reveals if you can draw trumps in
two rounds, you can get a further
six tricks cross-ruffing along with
the ♥A K. Then the elusive 11th trick
seems to depend on hearts breaking
an unlikely 3-3 or somehow divining
the club honour position to extract
a trick. The key seems to be not
drawing two rounds of trumps and
trying to ruff four tricks in dummy
while also scoring the ♥K.
After winning the opening lead of
the ♥5 with the ♥A, duck a spade. If
North wins the spade and returns a
heart for a ruff, then a loser is simply
ruffed and trumps can be drawn in
one round and you get the necessary
ruffs.
Say North tries a trump instead. Win
and lead a heart towards the ♥K.
South must discard and you win ♥K.
Now ruff three spades in hand and
three clubs in dummy leaving this
picture.
		
─
		
QJ9
		
─
		
─
─		
─
76		
8
A		
Q
─		
Q
		
─
		
─
		10
		
KJ
Now a heart lead puts North in, and
North can’t avoid leading another
heart for the ♦Q to score and then
the ♦A to score for 11 tricks.
■
James O'Sullivan Awards
Overall and Silver Grand and above
– Tony Hutton ‒ QCBC
Grand – Janeeen Solomon – QCBC
Gold Life – Annette Hyland –
Redcliffe
Silver Life – Abby Wanigaratne –
Redcliffe
Bronze Life – Rachel Langdon –
QCBC
Life – Jennifer Sawyer – Surfers
Paradise
Silver National – Natalie Bloch –
Arana
Bronze National – Charlie Georgees
– Townsville
November - January 2022
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National - Eugene Pereira –
Toowong
Bronze State – Sumant Handa –
Northern Suburbs
State – Raelene Clark – Toowong
Bronze Regional – Rosemary Porter
– Northern Suburbs
Regional – Sandi Pirozzo – Northern
Suburbs
Silver Local – Ann Sauer – Northern
Suburbs
Bronze Local ‒ Marge Henry –
Toowong
Local – Linda Lee – Caloundra
Club – Lilly Jia – Sunnybank
Graduate – Mark Harnack –
Caloundra
Nil – Alan Kestenberg – Gold Coast

Matthew
McManus

They haven’t got what they said
they did - will the director help us?

S

O far we have looked at
situations where a player has
deviated from the agreed system,
either deliberately or accidentally.
In the final article in the series, I will
consider the times when the player
who made the bid has followed
the system, but their partner has
wrongly explained the agreement to
the opponents.
In this case, there is a clear
infraction at law. The laws require
that the opponents are given a full
and accurate description of your
agreements.
Let’s look at this simple auction in a
number of different scenarios:

East’s hand
♠ 864
♥ AJT75
♦ 642
♣ Q7
1 South alerts 2♦. East asks and
The QBA Bulletin

South says, “diamonds and hearts”.
East was about to bid 2♥, but,
finding out about North’s hearts now
decides to pass. 2♦ becomes the
final contract. The hand is played
out and NS make 2♦. It turns out
that North did not have hearts at all.
The NS agreement is that 2♦ is just
natural.
Director’s Response: The Director
will consider how the auction may
have been different had NS been
given the correct information.
Assume that he decides that North
would have bid 2♥ and that this bid
would have concluded the auction.
He next determines how EW would
have fared in 2♥. If they would have
got a better score than they did
against 2♦, he will adjust the score to
this. Note that if EW would not have
done better, there is no adjustment.
There has been an infraction but no
damage has arisen from it. There is
no automatic penalty for giving the
wrong information.
2 South alerts 2♦. East asks and
South says, “diamonds and hearts”.
East was about to bid 2H, but,
finding out about North’s hearts,
now decides to pass as do South
and West. This is the same scenario
as in #1, but this time North follows
the correct procedure and calls
the director AT THE END OF THE
AUCTION. He does this because he
believes that his partner has given
a wrong explanation and he has
become either declarer or dummy.
Director’s Response: The laws allow
only West to change their final pass
should they so wish to do so, given
the new information. In this particular
scenario that is unlikely, although
there are other circumstances when
it may happen. Although East doesn’t
get to have another go, EW are still
protected in relation to anything that
happened earlier in the auction. The
director may take East away from
the table and ask what they would
have done had they known what the
agreement really was. The contract
is still played out in 2♦.
At the end, the director rules as in
#1, but in this instance he has more
information about how the auction
might have proceeded without the
mistaken explanation.
3 There are no alerts. East bids 2♥

which ends the auction. The hand is
played and turns out to be a bit of a
disaster for EW because North also has
five hearts. Following enquiries at the
end of the hand, North reveals that his
2♦ bid showed diamonds and hearts.
Note that, in this instance, because
North ended up as a defender, he
MUST NOT reveal partner’s probable
mis-explanation until after the play of
the hand is finished.
Director’s Response: The director
will make a judgement as to what
would likely have happened had
2♦ been alerted and correctly
explained. Here, it seems probably
that East would have passed. If EW
would have received a better score,
the director will adjust accordingly.
4 East asks South about the meaning
of 2♦. South says, “natural”, East
bids 2♥ and everything is the same
as in #3.
Director’s Response: This will also
be identical to #3. The failure to
alert and the incorrect explanation
by South are treated in exactly the
same manner. The fact that the
NS system card may have been
correctly completed (with 2♦ being
described as diamonds and hearts)
is completely irrelevant.
Points to remember:
1 If your partner gives the wrong
explanation of your bid, it is in your
interest to correct it as early as you
possibly can. If you become declarer
or dummy, this is at the end of the
auction. If you are a defender, you
must not do anything until the play of
the hand is over. You must not take
any action at all before this time.
That includes calling the director or
excusing yourself from the table to
go to speak to the director.
2 When there has been a wrong
explanation, and the opponents end
up with a worse score because of it,
the director will probably award them
a better score than they got at the
table – and, as a consequence, you
with a worse one. Because you and
your partner caused the problem,
you should accept this gracefully.
3 If it is not clear whether one partner
has made the wrong bid or if the
other partner has given a wrong
explanation, the laws require that
the director assume that there has
November - January 2022
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been a wrong explanation. This
means that he will rule that there
is an infraction, and may award an
adjusted score.
4 Just because there has been an
incorrect explanation, it does NOT
mean that the director will adjust the
score.
A pair needs to be able to demonstrate
how they have been damaged by
their opponents’ mistake.
Courtesy: The NSWBA

2021 GNOT

Richard
Ward

C

OVID-19 space restrictions had
forced organisers to change the
venue for the 2021 Grand National
Open Teams from Tweed Heads to
Brisbane. But, thanks to some state
border closures, even that plan went
awry and so it came to pass that
everybody stayed home and played
online using the RealBridge platform
instead. More than 60 teams had
qualified from across Australia but
this number was reduced when
some chose to withdraw, not being
comfortable with playing online.
So the number of teams from each
State and Territory, based on the
size of the entries for their qualifying
heats, added up to: NSW 20, QLD
19, VIC 7, SA 3, WA 3, TAS 3, ACT
3 and NT 1.
The format was a brutal knockout
which meant that, if your team lost
a match, there were no second
chances. Those eliminated from
the main game were able to play in
two separate gold point swiss pairs
events as a consolation.
These teams made it into the
Round-of-32: WHITSUNDAY [Ian
Afflick / Noel Bugeia / Terrence
Sheedy / Janelle Conroy / Eric
Goodchild]; NORTH QLD [Betty
Hobdell / Joan Elliott / Ken Manders
/ Maria Chippendale / Rosemary
Glastonbury]; FAR NORTH QLD
[Tony Lusk / Michael Byrne /
William van Bakel / Alexander
The QBA Bulletin

Long]; BRISBANE 1 [Therese Tully
/ Richard Ward / Tony Hutton /
Neville Francis]; GOLD COAST 2
[Kerry Wood / Charles Howard /
Eva & Tony Berger]; SUNSHINE
COAST 1 [Stephen Brookes / Ken
Dawson / Adrienne Kelly / Peter
Busch]. BRISBANE 1 defeated
MOUNTAINS 1 NSW by 106-41
and SUNSHINE COAST 1 defeated
NORTH QUEENSLAND by 75-61.
In the Round-of-16, SUNSHINE
COAST 1 lost to SYDNEY 3 41103 while BRISBANE 1 defeated
SYDNEY 5 35-28.
In the quarter finals, BRISBANE
1 found themselves the only
Queensland team remaining and up
against the top expert team SYDNEY
2 [Sartaj Hans / David Beauchamp
/ Sophie Ashton / David Wiltshire].
This was a hard-fought match with a
nail-biting finish so let’s look at some
of the best and worst bits!
Board 1 was a small undertrick gain
for BRISBANE but the fireworks
started on Board 2.

♠ K765
♥4
♦7
♣ AQ109876
♠ QJ10
♠ A42
N
♥ KJ73
♥ A652
W E
♦ A9643
♦ Q105
S
♣4
♣ KJ5
♠ 983
♥ Q1098
♦ KJ82
♣ 32

Dlr E
Vul Both
		

W
N
FrancIs Hans

♠ KJ98543
♥ A7
♦ J9
♣ 105
♠ 10
♠ AQ762
N
♥ K986
♥ QJ
W E
♦ A8653
♦ KQ10
S
♣ K97
♣ A43
♠─
♥ 105432
♦ 742
♣ QJ862

Dlr S
Vul None
		

W
N
Wiltshire Ward

P
P
All pass

In the Open Room, Ashton-Wiltshire
bid to an uninterrupted 4♥ contract
played by East which made 10 tricks.
In the Closed Room, Hutton-Francis
were heading to the same spot until
Hans could not resist the lure of his
attractive 4-1-1-7 shape and, despite
East’s opening 1♣ (3+) bid and the
vulnerability, took the plunge with
his 4♣ bid and went for 1100. BRI
12 SYD 0.
On the next board (next column),
North for BRI bid what looked like

S
Tully

				 P
P
3S
P
P
X All pass
a normal pre-empt in third position.
Ashton passed without a pause and
Wiltshire obliged with a re-opening
take-out double which earned SYD
1100. The same auction happened
at both tables in a SYD v ACT match
squaring the board at ‒800 each when
their declarers started spades by
leading the king. Hans chose to open
the North hand only 1♠ so was never
in any danger as Hutton-Francis bid to
the normal 3NT. BRI 12 SYD 12.

♠ Q2
♥ 942
♦ KJ652
♣ K95
♠ AK1094
N
♥ 108
W E
♦ Q107
S
♣ J87
♠ 83
♥ QJ75
♦ A3
♣ Q10643

Dlr W
Vul NS
		

♠ J765
♥ AK63
♦ 984
♣ A2

E
S
HuttonBeauchamp

			 1C
1H
P
2H
2NT
4C
X

E
Ashton

W
N
Francis Hans

1D
2S

P
P

E
S
HuttonBeauchamp

1S
4S

P
All pass

In the Open Room after Wiltshire
opened 1♣ and they stopped in 2♠W
after a transfer sequence, North for
BRI began with a diamond lead so
the defence took four tricks. In the
Closed Room after Francis opened
1♦ and Hutton viewed his hand with
typical fondness, South was on lead
where the ♥Q caused no pain and
that was 7 IMPs in. BRI 19 SYD 12.
November - January 2022
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♠ Q64
♥ Q65
♦ A942
♣ 952
♠ J2
♠ AK53
♥ AJ1043 WN E ♥ K72
♦ KJ76
♦ Q10853
S
♣ J7
♣4
♠ 10987
♥ 98
♦─
♣ AKQ10863

Dlr N
Vul Both
		

W
N
Wiltshire Ward

		 P
2H
3C
P
P

E
Ashton

S
Tully

1D
4H
X

2C
5C
All pass

East-West can make game in
diamonds or hearts but NorthSouth can be easily tempted into
‘sacrificing’ in clubs which both pairs
did. On best defence, 5♣ can be held
to just seven tricks but Tully made 10
while Beauchamp made 9. BRI 26
SYD 12
Dlr E
Vul None
		

♠ 9842
♥ 1093
♦ Q92
♣ 853

♠ KJ5
♥ QJ764
♦5
♣ A1042
♠ A1076
N
♥ AK2
W E
♦ AJ3
S
♣ QJ6
♠ Q3
♥ 85
♦ K108764
♣ K97

W
N
Francis Hans

E
S
HuttonBeauchamp

♠ J10654
♥ 1073
♦ A52
♣ 43
♠ K2
♠ 987
N
♥ 842
♥ Q9
W E
♦ K83
♦ 1096
S
♣ AJ1097
♣ KQ852
♠ AQ3
♥ AKJ65
♦ QJ74
♣6

Dlr W
Vul EW
		

W
N
Wiltshire Ward

1C
P
P

P
P
4S

E
Ashton

1S1
3C
All pass

S
Tully		

2H
X

1

Transfer to 1NT
This was a flat board but would have
picked up IMPs in all of the other
matches where nobody else went
close to reaching the marginal 4♠
contract. Hans-Beauchamp made it
look simple when Hans overcalled 1♠
with the North hand and Beauchamp
was always getting to game. TullyWard also got there but took the scenic
route in the bidding. BRI 27 SYD 18.

♠ 73
♥ KJ93
♦ Q6
♣ K9843
♠ KJ82
♠ Q94
N
♥A
♥ Q864
W E
♦ A8752
♦ KJ1043
S
♣ QJ5
♣A
♠ A1065
♥ 10752
♦9
♣ 10762

Dlr N
Vul None
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W
N
Wiltshire Ward

W
N
Wiltshire Ward

		 P
1S
1NT
3H
P

E
Ashton

S
Tully		

1D
P
X
2H
3NT All pass

E
Ashton

S
Tully		

			 1NT
P
2D
P
2H All pass
Ashton stole the part-score with her
unbalanced 1NT opening keeping
NS out of their spade contract which
was reached at the other table after
the bidding started (1D) – PASS
– (1H) – 1S …. Both spades and
hearts made, so that was 6 IMPs to
Sydney. BRI 27 SYD 25.
At the end of the first stanza the
scores were BRI 29 SYD 25.
Dlr N
Vul NS
		

♠ J6542
♥J
♦ KJ62
♣ 872

♠ Q7
♥ 42
♦ A10973
♣ AQ63
♠ A8
N
♥ AKQ1063
W E
♦ 854
S
♣ 95
♠ K1093
♥ 9875
♦Q
♣ KJ104

W
N
Wiltshire Ward

			 1C
1D
P
1H
1NT All pass

A difference in overcalling styles
here cause problems in defence
for BRISBANE. Tully overcalled
2♦ with the South hand which had
the advantage of pushing EW to
2NT but the disadvantage of never
hearing about partner’s heart suit.
On a diamond lead, Ashton played it
well to endplay North into providing
the eighth trick with the ♥10. In the
Closed Room, the defence to 1NT
started with the killing ♥8 which
made three tricks difference. BRI 26
SYD 18.

♠ Q10532
♥ 92
♦ K982
♣ A9
♠ 64
♠ J98
♥ KQ8753 WN E ♥ A
♦ 43
♦ AJ1076
S
♣ J42
♣ KQ65
♠ AK7
♥ J1064
♦ Q5
♣ 10873

Dlr E
Vul NS
		

		
P

E
Ashton

1D
2H
3C All pass

S
Tully		

X

Both teams missed the diamond
slam on this board which was bid
only twice – by ACT’s Brad Coles
– Jodi Tutty and eventual winners,
SYDNEY 7’s Wei Zhang – Yumin Li.

This was a part-score swing to
BRISBANE with Tully-Ward reaching
3♣ over East’s intermediate jump
overcall. Hutton-Francis also play
intermediate jump overcalls and
were one of the few pairs allowed to
play there. Both 3♣S and 2♥E made.
BRI 35 SYD 25.

Bad enough when the trumps
are 4-1, but when the singleton
gets a ruff, that's an affront

If I did everything right, I
wouldn't be playing with you.
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♠ J1093
♥ J986
♦ AQ
♣ AJ8
♠─
♠7
N
♥ 532
♥ A1074
W E
♦ KJ10983 S ♦ 7652
♣ Q432
♣ K975
♠ AKQ86542
♥ KQ
♦4
♣ 106

Dlr S
Vul Both
		

W
N
Wiltshire Ward

E
Ashton

S
Tully		

				 1S
2D
2NT1
3S
4NT
P
5H
X
6S
All pass
Jacoby spade game force
Three pairs failed to reach the slam
on this hand, but it was a flat board
in this match, 1430 each. Then four
part-score IMPs went Sydney’s way.
BRI 35 SYD 29.
1

♠ A10974
♥ AK982
♦─
♣ J62
♠Q
♠ K82
♥ 1076543 WN E ♥ ─
♦ A53
♦ K10987642
S
♣ A43
♣ K9
♠ J653
♥ QJ
♦ QJ
♣ Q10875

Dlr N
Vul EW
		

W
N
Wiltshire Ward

E
Ashton

		
1S
4D
5D All pass

W
N
Francis Hans

E
S
HuttonBeauchamp

				 P
P
P
1D
P
1S
P
2NT
P
3NT All pass

Most pairs reached 3NT played by
East which, on an opening heart
lead has no play. Tony Nunn for
SYDNEY 1 made it when he decided
to play the ace and king of spades
under which North threw his queen
– unblocking! Bet they all chuckled
about that one!! BRI 37 SYD 40.

♠ J982
♥ KJ9
♦ AK7
♣ 753
♠ AKQ643
♠ 107
N
♥4
♥ Q1076532
W E
♦ 65
♦ Q982
S
♣ QJ104
♣─
♠5
♥ A8
♦ J1032
♣ AK9862

Dlr N
Vul Both
		

S
Tully

P

What do you bid with the South hand
after East’s vulnerable 4♦ overcall?
Some did not like their “quacky” [all
queens and jacks] hand and passed,
then passed again over 5♦. Those
who chose to sacrifice tended to do
best with nobody pushing EW into
their making slam thanks to the heart
void. SYDNEY played in 5♠N for an
11 IMP pickup to them and hit the
lead. BRI 35 SYD 40.
The only perfect science is
hindsight.
The QBA Bulletin

♠ Q54
♥ A1054
♦ 1096
♣ KJ4
♠ 10986
♠ AKJ
N
♥ Q3
♥ K87
W E
♦ K72
♦ AQJ3
S
♣ Q1093
♣ 872
♠ 732
♥ J962
♦ 854
♣ A65

Dlr S
Vul None
		

W
N
Wiltshire Ward

		
P
X

E
Ashton

1NT
2D
3NT
P
All pass

S
Tully		

3C
P

Ashton’s 2♦ showed a single-suited
major(!!) and Wiltshire’s double said
“don’t lead your suit”. When the ten
of spades hit the table 3NT had no
chance at all. With a heart lead after
a similar auction, but no double, that
was ‒500 vs +100 and the score
was BRI 37 SYD 49.
The next board was flat but it could
have been better when SYDNEY
reached a hopeless 3NT, down
three undoubled.

♠ Q964
♥ 96
♦8
♣ AKJ1072
♠ 83
♠ J7
♥ Q10752 WN E ♥ AK3
♦ A1052
♦ KQJ9643
S
♣ 64
♣5
♠ AK1052
♥ J84
♦7
♣ Q983

Dlr S
Vul NS
		

W
N
Wiltshire Ward

E
Ashton

S
Tully		

				 P
P
1C
1D
1S
2H
2S
4H
4S
P
P
5D All pass
Both teams sacrificed in 5♦ over the
making spade game. Tully made no
mistake, cashing two spade winners
then a club for +50. The SYDNEY
defence against 5♦ doubled went
astray, trying to cash one spade and
two clubs. +550 and the score was
BRI 49 SYD 49.
The final board was flat - a normal
heart game making nine tricks at
both tables. So it was a tied match.
The supplementary regulations
dictated a board-a-match procedure
to break ties and this was BRI 9 SYD
7. BRISBANE 1 was into the semifinals! Sadly, the next match was the
end of the road for the Queenslanders
when they were beaten convincingly
by the eventual winners SYDNEY 7
[Peter Jeffery, Wayne Zhu, Yumin Li,
Wei and Simon Zhang]. Runners-up
were SYDNEY 1 [Mauritz van der
Vlugt, Andre Korenhof, Liam Milne,
Nabil Edgtton, Tony Nunn and Paul
Dalley] 47-24.
In the swiss pairs consolation events
Queenslanders performed well with
Jill Magee and Terry Strong winning
one of them and Janeen Solomon /
Murray Perrin; Kerry Wood / Charles
Howard; Denise Hartwig / Chris
Snook all featuring strongly.
■
In the old days, you had to
grit your teeth and pass with
the North hand. Now you can
make a negative double with
the result that you go down
instead of the opponents.
November - January 2022
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Chief Director: Dr Laurie Kelso

Senior Director: Peter Busch

Tournament Organiser: Margaret Dousset 0407 145 442
Website: www.qldbridge.com.au
Email: brc.townsville@bridgeaustralia.org

GOLD
POINT
EVENT

Entry via MyABF: www.myabf.com.au/events/
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Kim Ellaway · manager@qldbridge.com.au
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Pics from the Past

John Summerhayes

Di Rogers
Jim Millar
Steve Hurley

Magnus Moren

Richard Wallis
Enid Busch

Therese
Tully

Pam Francis

Keith McDonald

Reg Busch

Lenore Clark
Michael Fernon
Khokan Bagchi

Patrick
Pembroke
Bev Travers

Kathy Prime
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Ralph
Parker

Peter Hainsworth
Tony Jackman
Denise Dodd
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BBO with
George

George
Cuppaidge

One Small Step
The fortunes of the sides fluctuated
but, in the end, it was one small step,
missed by declarer, that saw the
defenders triumphant.

♠ K3
♥ AJ1075
♦2
♣ AKQ43
♠4
♠ AJ8652
N
♥ K942
♥3
W E
♦ AQJ1085 S ♦ K976
♣ 76
♣ 95
♠ Q1097
♥ Q86
♦ 43
♣ J1082

Dlr S
Vul Both
		

W

N

E

S

				 P
1D
1H
1S
2H
P
4H
4S
P
P
5H
P
P
X All pass
The first serious "crime" on the hand
was South's failure to double 4♠.
Both 4♠ and 5♦ by EW are doomed
to failure. It is fundamental bridge
strategy that with a defensive holding
such as South's, even with such
a weak hand, a double is virtually
mandatory, to avoid a result such as
followed. Should North take the push
into 5♥? With that badly placed ♠K,
surely not, but the defenders still had
to defeat North's optimistic contract.
East's small diamond lead was
won by West who had two possible
defensive paths to follow, the forcing
game or to garner a spade ruff. Either
line succeeds. If the forcing line is
followed, North will be out of trumps
when he must dislodge the ♠A to set
up his eleventh trick. East will have a
diamond to cash. On the spade return,
the defenders take the first three
tricks, as long as East gives West
The QBA Bulletin

avoids the potentially fatal error of
attempting to cash the ♦K. At that
point, declarer's contract is stone cold.
Declarer crossed to one of dummy's
fortuitously held high clubs to pull
the ♥Q, covered and won with the
♥A. Declarer now cashed the ♥J
revealing all. What was the small
step she missed? She failed to
unblock dummy's ♥8 under the ♥J!
All that was required of the defence
now was for West not to cover the
♥8 when it was played from dummy,
entered via the second high club.
When West did not, declarer was
stuck there. West belatedly got his
spade ruff.

magnificent
support
and
the
possibility, the partner's diamond
suit was longer than his heart suit
was my main motivation. The heart
loser possibility was the other.
When, as BBO dummy, I saw that he
actually held only three diamonds I
was surprised. But when I saw him
dispose of the play in short order,
I had little doubt that he had made
his choice for the right reason,
his doubleton king in clubs. Our
communal language skills were
inadequate to address the question
but I put it down, not to hogging the
bidding but good bidding.
■

Good Bidding or Good Fortune?

2021 Inaugural Grand National
Novice Pairs

♠ KQ73
♥ K743
♦ Q107
♣ K9
♠ A96
♠ 108542
N
♥ Q102
♥ J6
W E
♦ 86
♦ 9532
S
♣ J10854
♣ 63
♠J
♥ A985
♦ AKJ4
♣ AQ72

Dlr W
Vul None
		

W

N

P
1D
P
2H
P
5D
All pass

E

P
P
P

S

1H
4NT
6D

6♦ is indeed the dream contract.
Playing in a 4-3 minor fit with a 4-4
major fit available is not an everyday
occurrence. In 6♥ there is an ace to
lose and an inescapable heart loser,
in NT there are just eleven tricks. The
twelfth trick in the diamond contract
comes from ruffing a club loser, high,
in the hand with the short trump
holding. A 4-2 adverse trump break
and the possibility of an overruff in
clubs were both negotiated. Declarer
ruffed the third round of clubs high,
saving his club winner until the last
trump had been drawn.
From my perspective, after hearing
5♦, the one ace reply to ordinary
Blackwood, the only question was
which small slam? I chose to give
partner Nistleroy, an unknown
Bulgarian, the choice. With such

EARLY 1000 players from
across Australia competed in
the 2021 Inaugural Grand National
Novice Pairs The event featured a
shiny new format. The in-club heat
stage allowed clubs to run their
normal game using the boards which
are played around the country on the
same day. The hands featured an
analysis video by YouTube teaching
sensation Peter Hollands and a guest
analyst who has kindly donated their
time to further the game and let down
their barriers to show that even the
best of the best end up confused
and squirming about which action to
take. Pele Rankin and Andy Hung
from QLD were part of the analysis
team. If you would like to see Pele's
highlights video click HERE and for
Andy's click HERE.
After the club stage, players who
did well and had fewer than 100
Masterpoints advanced to the semifinal online competition stage on
Real Deal Bridge. They could choose
the heat times which suited their
schedule and there was no additional
charge to participate in the finals.
QLD players put in a great
performance in the semi-finals with
six pairs making it through to the
Grand Final.
Felicity McKenzie and Rhonda
Henry (Toowong)
Tricia Merefield and Carmel Dwan
(Sunshine Coast)
Prasad Nettur and Arvind Bhasin
(Toowong)

N
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Martin Wu and Lilly Jia (Toowong)
Elinor McCloskey and Di Court (Gold
Coast)
Eylece White and Tina Holmes
(Toowong)
The representatives from Toowong
put in a great performance with the
runner-up pairs in both directions!
Congratulations to Prasad Nettur
and Arvind Bhasin and Martin
Wu and Lilly Jia for such a strong
performance in a National Event.
This event would not have been
possible without the enthusiasm
and hard work of the Club Heat
Organisers and their teams. Thank
you to Paul Brake (Gold Coast),
Trish Bishop (Goondiwindi), Peter
Busch (Sunshine Coast) and Sue
Eix (Toowong) for their fantastic
work.
The GNNP is an Australian
Bridge Federation Licensed event
sponsored by Real Deal Bridge, the
Australian Bridge Federation and No
Moss Studios.
To find out more about the event
head to https://www.realdealbridge.
com/gnnp-2021
Real Deal Bridge is a fantastic
online bridge program which is
100% Australian made owned and
operated. RDB has a big focus
on newer players and provides an
extensive array of lessons. It's also
where you can find QLD's popular
teacher and director Val Roland!
For more information on Real
Deal Bridge head to https://www.
realdealbridge.com

TBIB Swiss Pairs

Kim
Ellaway

ANBERRA Summer Festival was
online in 2022 and Toni Bardon
and I agreed to play in the TBIB Swiss
Pairs. TBIB is such a great sponsor
for bridge. I have decided that I really
don’t like online bridge for two days
and have sworn to play only the oneday events with this format. It was
great to see Queenslanders Charlie
Lu and Watson Zhou win the event.
Toni and I could not get into second
gear and decided that we would
be more aggressive on the second
day and we were drawn to play two
lovely ladies from Sydney.

C

EW Martin Wu and Lilly Jia
(Toowong Bridge Club)

Dlr W
Vul Both
		

♠ 97653
♥4
♦ 1084
♣ 10854

NS Prasad Nettur and Arvind
Bhasin (Toowong Bridge Club)

HAVE YOU REGISTERED YET?
You will need to be registered on MYABF to enter
some events this year and ALL QBA state events
in 2022. Why not have a look and register now.
It's totally free.
Click here.

♠ J1082
♥ A5
♦ AKQ6
♣ A76
♠─
N
♥ KQJ1082
W E
♦ 9532
S
♣ QJ9
♠ AKQ4
♥ 9763
♦ J7
♣ K32

Toni, as East, opened 1♥ and South
doubled showing four spades. North
bid 4NT and they were in 6♠ before
you knew it. Toni led the ♥K and
Margaret (North), played the ♥A, one
round of trumps and then played all
her winners pitching one club. She
then played the hand as a complete
cross-ruff giving us one trick.
Lots only made 11 tricks but 6♠ is
cold. Of course we congratulated our
opponents for the bidding and then
the play but it cost over 10 IMPs. ■

QBA
Email: manager@qldbridge.com.au
Phone: 07 3351 8602
Mobile: 0412 064 903
Website: www. qldbridge.com.au
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Toowong Graded Pairs

Ralph Parker and Alan Corkhill
2nd A Grade

John Henderson and Fay Jeppesen
2nd B grade

Dewi Eastman and Deanne Gaskill
1st B Grade

John Luck and Alan Smith
1st A Grade
Bill Thomson and Bernado Gama
Silva 1st C Grade

Neil Strutton (Pres.Toowong BC)
Janice Little and Jenny Coyle
(absent) 3rd B Grade

Members of the victorious Qld
Women's team at the ANC

Carmel Dwan and Tricia Merefield
2nd C Grade

Christine Newberry and Richard
Fox 3rd A Grade

Simon Fleming and Robyn Stevens
3rd C Grade

The QBA Bulletin

Neville Francis (npc), Sue O'Brien and Toni Bardon (Absent are Yolanda
Carter, Margaret Millar, Pele Rankin and Greer Tucker
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HE Ipswich Bridge Cub hosted two
councillors for the official presentation of this grant in early December.
They were both very impressed by the
club's progress: affiliating with the QBA
and the ABF, then incorporating and
now getting Bridgemate. We are planning some media event in January.
On behalf of the Ipswich Bridge Club,
I wish to thank the QBA for guiding us
through this process and for agreeing
to sponsor our application. We have
finished the year on a very high note
and are really well set up for a great
year in 2022 and beyond.
■

T

Ipswich

D E A D
APR 18 (noon)
Philip Squire
Ph: 0490 456 575

Email: philipsquire@
tpg.com.au

L I N E
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Crs Marnie Doyle and Andrew Fechner with John O'Neill (MP secretary)
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Directors' Corner

Chris
Snook

Director Accreditation
Law 80B2 sets out the powers and
duties of the Tournament Organizer
(for club events this will often be
the management committee or a
delegate) and Law 81 does so for the
Director. The Tournament Organizer
makes advance arrangements for
the session (start time, tables and
other equipment, conditions of entry,
etc) and appoints the Director.
Law 80B.2(a) states that “if there is
no appointed Director the players
should designate a person to
perform his duties”. This allows club
sessions to continue when there is
no Director available, such as that
strange week when the “who’s-who”
of your club are all away at the Gold
Coast Congress.
There
are
various
Director
accreditation levels that ensure that
the Director meets the requisite
standard for the events that they
run, and players tend to respond
better to a Director with a recognised
qualification.
1. Director Proficiency. Aspiring
Directors
can
complete
the
Director Proficiency assessment
on the QBA website CLICK HERE.
Successful completion of this
online open-book assessment
allows you to demonstrate the skills
and knowledge to run a single club
session (possibly under the keen
eye of a more experienced Director
or senior player). This exam is
often taken by people at the start
of their development and Directing
journey.
2. QBA Club Director Accreditation.
Successful candidates for QBA Club
Director Accreditation will be able to
demonstrate:
1. a good understanding of the
commonly used laws and the
ability to interpret the less common
laws
2. knowledge of the more common
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Mitchell movements: odd, even,
twinned, 1½ appendix, appendix &
rover
3. knowledge of Howells and threequarter Howells
4. the ability to add late pairs or
tables to a movement
5. knowledge of American Whist,
New England and Round Robin
movements for teams
6. an understanding of double
matchpointing including adjusted
scores
7. an understanding of the principles
of factoring.
This repertoire allows the Director
to run most club sessions, multisession events and club events with
large fields and to advise newer
Directors and players on all manner
of directing issues.
There will be two Club Director
exams this year: 25th June and
12th November. An open-book doat-home paper on Movements and
Scoring and an exam on Laws and
Regulations. Training sessions will
be offered in April.
3. Congress Director. It is at this
stage that Director accreditation
becomes compulsory. The ABF
Masterpoint
Manual
requires
formal accreditation as a Congress
Director to direct a congress event.
The Congress Director requires
a thorough understanding of all
laws (including more difficult
areas such as unauthorised
information, misinformation, and
misunderstandings) and regulations.
They need to demonstrate an ability
to run more complex movements
and those with a larger field than
encountered in club sessions. We
would normally expect a candidate
to have at least twelve months
experience as an active QBA Club
Accredited Director before applying.
3a. Congress Director (Country.)
This is a new qualification that a
clubs management committee can
apply for on behalf of a candidate.
It is reserved for remote locations
that have great difficulty in running a
congress because a QBA Congress
Director is not available. It is awarded
on a case-by-case basis as needed.
We don’t want to see events being
cancelled.

There is also a State Director level
appointed by the QBA and three
levels of National Director which are
appointed by the ABF.
In Queensland there are approximately 140 QBA Club level accredited Directors, 13 active Congress
Directors, 1 State Director and 5
National Directors. All are in short
supply, and it would be wonderful if
a few more players put their hands
up to take on these essential roles.
Playing Director
In most clubs you will be a “playing
Director”, which is a shame because
the Laws do not describe this
important beast. Your club may have
guidelines, by-laws, or regulations
to cover this situation, otherwise
you must remember that you are a
Director first and player second.
As a playing Director, the following
are worth considering:
• Your focus should be on the
movement and the room, not the
hand you are playing or the results
of your partnership.
• You should never hold up nor
forget to call the move because
your table is slow.
• If you lose too much time whilst
giving a ruling at another table
and are not able to play a board
then your partnership and your
opponents missed a result through
no fault of your own so both sides
are awarded Av+ (60%).
• If you become aware (due to
a ruling at another table) of
information, you may be able to
apply Law 16.D.2(a) and adjust
the seating positions. Maybe
partner can play this hand, or you
may choose to arrowswitch the
board, so you have less ability to
use the extra information.
• If you must give a ruling at your
own table, then can you call for
another Director or senior play
to come and help? Otherwise,
and especially in cases where
judgement is required, decide
against yourself to keep the game
going and review the decision
at the end of the session in
consultation with others.
• Enjoy yourself. Directing can be
enjoyable and you will get great
satisfaction on a job well done. ■
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RESULTS NOVEMBER 2021 – JANUARY 2022
CALOUNDRA PAIRS: [Director Peter Busch] A 1
Andrew Dunlop / Stephen Hughes; 2 Anne Young /
Amber Noonan; B 1 Ross Shardlow / Fay Jeppesen; 2
Glenda Vincent / Kate Balmanno
CLEVELAND BAY PAIRS: [Director Jan Smith] 1 Pat
Larsen / Bill Bishop; 2 Lyn Joye / Judy Hunt; B Pat
Leighton / Charlie Georgees; C Jo Gillis / Sue Reilly
HERVEY BAY CONGRESS: [Director Les Bonnick]
PAIRS 1 Val Holbrook / Noel Bugeia; 2 David Priol /
Maurice Williams; B Helen Manzau / Peter Gordon;
C Diane Scruton / Les Crossman; TEAMS: 1 Lyn &
Jim Martin / Verna & Steve Brookes; 2 Fay Stanton /
Gabrielle Elich / Alison Dawson / Janeen Solomon; B
Peter Gordon / Helen Manzau / Lydia George / Betty
Theodore
TOWNSVILLE NOVICE TEAMS: [Director – Bill Bishop]
1 Donna & Myles Clarkson / Nina Doyle / Ian Leach; 2
Reg Burton / Anto Wilson / Liz Johnson / Sharon Morley
NORTHERN SUBURBS PAIRS: [Director – Alan
Gibson] 1 Therese Tully / Richard Ward; 2 Jill Magee /
Terry Strong; B 1 June Glenn / Alan Hamilton; 2 Daria
Williams / Tere Wotherspoon
QLD SENIORS PAIRS: [Director – Peter Busch] 1
Rosemary Crowley / Richard Perry; 2 Joan McPheat /
Alison Dawson; 3 Lyn & Jim Martin; B 1 Ross Shardlow
/ Peter Gruythuysen; 2 Jenny Hays; 2 Charlene
Frederiksen
TOOWOOMBA TEAMS: [Director – Chris Snook]
RESTRICTED 1 Eugene Pereira / Martin Wu / Vesna
& Voyko Markovic; 2 Oliver Dashwood / Delma Clark
/ John Cox / David Edwards; NOVICE 1 Tim Porter /
Roger Green / Susie & Sandy Fraser; 2 Greg Munck /
Lawrence Price / Anne Hall / Trevor Corthorne

GOLD COAST TEAMS: [Director – Alan Gibson] 1 Lynne
Gray / James Wallis / Pamela & Jim Evans; 2 Kerry
Wood / Charles Howard / Sue & David Smith; B Lynley
Jenkins / Lindell Day / Lesley Sutherland / Philip Roberts;
C Fiona Evans / Charles Rees / Alan Kestenberg / John
Lemarchand
AIRLIE BEACH PAIRS: [Director – Jan Smith] 1 Janet
Hansen / Diane Morgan; 2 Terrence Sheedy / Noel
Bugeia; 3 Del Ryan / Monica Darley; B Reg Burton /
Charlie Georgees; C Sharon Morley / Wendy Coe
REDLAND TEAMS: [Director – Chris Snook] 1 Lindy
Vincent / Richard Ward / Patrick Bugler / Neville Francis;
2 Ralph Parker / Larry Moses / Ivy & John Luck; B 1
Eugene Pereira / Geoff Saxby / Vesna & Voyko Markovic;
2 Daniel Chua / Dan Maher / Sheila Wills / Barry Coster
TOOWOOMBA TEAMS: [Director – Chris Snook] 1 Tony
Hutton / Neville Francis / Watson Zhou / Charlie Lu; 2 Jim
Wood / Phil Hale / Pamela & Jim Evans; B Annette Scott
/ Rosemary Thomson / Inta Devine / Helen Blair
GOLD COAST TEAMS: [Director – Alan Gibson] 1
Watson Zhou / Charlie Lu / Terry O’Dempsey / Richard
Fox; 2 Therese Tully / Richard Ward / Paul Hooykaas
/ Peter Evans; B 1 Jane Swanson / Bob Hunt / Edda &
Tom Strong; 2 Barry Koster / Jan Peach / Kim McDonald
/ Robin Webcke
QCBC GRADED PAIRS: [Director – Alan Gibson] A 1
Tony Hutton / Richard Ward; 2 Robyn Clark / Richard
Fox; 3 Normand Maclaurin / Paul Collins; B 1 Valerie &
Peter Robbins; 2 Lex Ranke / Jack Rohde; 3 Suzi Ledger
/ Jeff Conroy; NOVICE 1 Jennifer Finigan / Chris De
Jong; 2 Siobhan & Bob Davies; 3 Jane Tagney / Marge
Henry

MACKAY TEAMS: [Directors – Jan Smith & Leigh
Owens] 1 Don Cameron / Adrian Lohmann / Jan &
Peter Randall; 2 Malcolm Allan / John Morris / Robyn
Nolan / Di Jones; B Lorna Shuttlewood / Doone Mitchell
/ Christine Nice / Faye Wright; C Mick King / Jan Harris
/ Susan Wright / Patricia Garner

NORTHERN SUBURBS TEAMS: [Director – Alan
Gibson] A 1 Paul Collins / Sue O’Brien / Larry Moses /
Siegfried Konig; 2 Ralph Parker / Jenny Hay / John Luck
/ Ian Halford; B 1 Lex Ranke / Jack Rohde / Margaret
Plunkett / Greg Gosney; 2 Joan Jenkins / Jenny Williams
/ Lyndon Sanderson / Robyn Clark; C 1 Eugene Pereira /
Sumant Handa / Vesna & Voyko Markovic; 2 Christine &
Bob Thomas / Margaret Munro / Margaret Baker

NOOSA PAIRS: [Director – Peter Busch] 1 Charlie Lu
/ Watson Zhu; 2 Rosemary Crowley / Richard Perry; B
1 Debbie & Gary Gibbards; 2 Penny Sykes / Lorraine
Vachon

KENMORE PAIRS: [Director – Chris Snook] 1 Jill Magee
/ Terry Strong; 2 Michael Pemberton / Annette Corkhill;
B 1 Prasad Nettur / Arvind Bhasin; 2 Rex Meadowcroft /
Rosemary Porter
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